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The following aotions for a resolution pursuan~ to Rule 63 of the 
Rules of Procedt;1re have been referred by the European Parliuent to the 
C01111ittee on Extt,rnal Econoaic Relations as the ce>1111ittee respon1ible: 
l2l1l 
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25.11.1984 
13.11.1984 
12.12.1984 
11.2.1985 
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15.4.1985 
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2-819/84 De Cucht 
2-872/84 FrUh and 
others 
2-895/84 Maffre-Baug~ 
and others 
2-lt2t/84 Moorhouse 
2-1469/84 Piquet and 
others 
2-1689/84 Huuo and 
others 
B 2·1J/8S Papout1h 
B 2-581/85 Lizin 
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C01111ittee on Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food 
Coaaittee on Agriculture, 
Fhheries and Food 
COtlllittee on Agriculture. 
Fisheries and Food 
C01111itte on Agriculture. 
Fisheries and Food 
Political Affairs com~ittee 
At lt1 ... tln9 or 21 Nov .. ber 1984 the Coaaitt•• on External Econoaic 
Relation, decided to draw up a report and appointed Due Shelagh Roberta 
rapporteur. 
On 13 Oec .. ber 198S the eo1111ittee adopted an interia-report. 
The eo1111ittee considered the draft report at its aeeting1 of 19 Kay 
1987, 24 Septeaber 1987, 4 Oeceaber 1987, 28 January 1988, 24 March 1988, 24 
Nay 1988. At the last meeting it adopted the aotion for a resolution a1 a 
whole by 17 votes in favour and 1 against, with 2 abstentions. 
The following took part in the vote: Nr MALLET, chairaan: Mr SEELER, lit 
vlce·chalraan: Mr PONS GRAU, 2nd vice-chairaan: Mr TOUSSAINT, 3rd 
vice·chairaan: Daae Shelagh ROBERTS. rapporteur: Mr van AERSSEN, Mr BIRD, Mr 
CASSIDY, Mr ESCUDER CROFT, Mr GRINALDOS GRIMALDOS, Mr HINDLEY. Mr LEPIIER. Mr 
NOTCHANE, Mr PELIKAN, Mr PIMENTA. Mr ROSSETTI, Nr SARIDAKIS (deputizing for Mr 
Costanzo); Hr SELVA (deputizing for Mr Zarge1>: Mr• THOHE-PATENaTRE, and Hr 
von WOGAU (deputizing for Hr Leaaer). 
The opinion of the Political Affairs Collllltteeis attached and the opinion 
of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food will be published separately. 
The report was tabled on 27 Hay 1988. 
The deadline for tabling ... ndaents to this report will be indicated ln 
the draft agenda for the part-1e11ion at which it will be debated. 
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The C01111ittee on External Econoaic Relations hereby 1ubllits to the 
European Parliaaent the following aotion for a resolution together with 
explanatory statement: 
A 
NOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
on protectioni•• fn trade relations between the European COllllunity and the 
United States of Allerica 
The European Parliament, 
• having regard to the different aotions for a resolution tabled by its 
Heabera (1), 
• having regard to the interi• report by the COllllittee on External Econoaic 
Relations (doc. A2-149/8S), 
• having regard to the resolutions adopted on reciprocal CO..Unity-US 
relations (2) and furtheraore having regard to its report on 
aultilateral negotiations in CATT (3), and on the Airbus dispute (4), 
- having regard to the .report by the Coaaittee on External Econoalc 
Relations and the opinions of the Political Affairs COllllittee and of the 
Collllittee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (doc. A2-89/88 >, 
A. recalling the c011110n cultural. political and econoalc foundations of the 
European COllllunity and the United States of Allerica, 
8. reC0911izing that international trade liberalization and increa1es in 
international trade flows contribute to the optillUII allocation of 
K011011ic resource, and 1tre119then therefon both production and 
nplo)'lllnt, 
c. recotnizl119 equally, however. that such evolution h only ude po11ible 
by the existence of strong international bodies, of which the CATT and 
the INP' are aajor exaaples, 
I) 
2) 
, \ 
• .'3) 
doc. 2·819/84, doc. 2·872/84, doc. 2·89S/84, doc. 2·1121/84, doc. 
2·1469/84, doc • .2·1689/84, doc. 82·13/85, doc. 82-580/85, doc. 82-663/85, 
doc. 82-1120/85. 
12.6.1986 (O.J. n. c 176 of 14.7.1986). 
22.1,1987 (O,J, n. c 46 of 23.2.1987). 
19.2,1987 (O.J. n. c 76 of 23.3.1987) • 
. 11,·9.1987 (O,J, n.· C 211 of 19,U.1987) . 
,.,.1986 (O,J. n. C 255 of 13,11,1986). 
of >. 
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~ I 
D .. deploring the progreuive weakening or ttHt international econoaic sy1tea 
both by the abandonaent of international currency stability guaranteed 
through the INF and by the spread or re1triction1 to international trade, 
such as "voluntary export restraint" and "orderly marketing" agr .... nts 
and international aarket sharing 1rrangeaent1, which constitute 
departures froa the GATT'1 aultilateral principles, 
E. concerned at the development of bil~reraliim in various forms in 
international trad~, 
F. not tng that the econoalc cost a of p,-,tect ionht aeuurea have been 
clearly outlined both in the CATT 1pe~:,1 report of March 1915 "Trade 
policies for a better future" and in u~1· repor~ "Costs and benefi ta of 
protective aeasures", adopted by the OEc;;;, E<-tr~1~~ Polley ColllllttH in 
March 1985; that such coats are usually hlg~.t than the short tera 
benefits which can be obtained, 
c. having regard to the conclu1ton1 of the OECD Council aeeting at 
aini1teri1l level of 13 Nay 1987, and of the Venice econoaic ,uaait or 11 
June 1917, 
H. deeply concerned at the present fragility of the international economic 
environaent, as typified by the crisis in World stock aarket1 in the last 
aontha of 1987, and which 11 due to the present excesaive influence or 
speculative capital flows on international tra<b rttult ing largely rroa 
the volatile nature or exchange rates, 
l, Stresses the iaportance of an haraonloua develo14;~~nt of EC/US trad,t, in 
order to strengthen world trade flows, defend ttMi open aulttlater1! trade 
,t1tea and re!nforce econoaic recovery; 
2, Declar,1 that outstanding probleas tn EC/US trade relations aust be dealt 
with in the context of negotiation&, banning any unilateral action which 
would entail heavy risks of retaliation and counter-retaliation; 
with regard to general trade policyi 
3. 11 deeply concerned about the US trade bill, which contains, in the 
version adopted in Congress, aea1ure1 providing for unilateral 
redefinition or CATT principle• and dangerous trends towards sectoral 
reciprocity: 
4. Fears that this bil~ accentuates the difficulti~s the us Administration is 
having in ruaintaining an open trade policy, but hopes that President Rea93n 
will succ,ssfully veto any unilateral protectionist ntoves likely tn Affect the 
outcon,e of the Uruguay Flounci negotiations; 
S. Consider• that different tradition• and .. thods, in the EC and ln the us, 
respectively, regarding econoaic policy and in particular structural 
adJust .. nt, account for important divergences in the trade legislation 
sy1teas, and that COIIIIOn ground should be sought in CATT, by .. an, in 
particular of a better definition·or doae1tic 1ubsidies: 
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wttb regard to the industrial sector: 
6. Note, that ao,t or the Industrialized State, and trading blocks, 
including the EC and the US, have used the po11ibtlltY or lapo1fng 
antiduaping or countervailing duties on their supplier, in order to 
induC4t theta to undertake 10-called •gray area• arr&n9 ... nt1 such .. 
•voluntary export restraint" and "orderly 111.rketing• agre ... nt,. which 
are far le11 transparent thtn traditional tarlrr barriers: 
7. Considers that the failure of the aain Industrialized States and trading 
block, to adopt a cor.,rdinated approach to the econoaic rece11ion or the 
early 1981'1 aiaed at growth-led recovery. induced aany to introduce 
• covert foras of protectlonisa: 
8, Con1lder1 that such measure,. particularly frequent in the ~ 
textiles, car and coo•Yl!t electronics sectors. though Justifiable•• 
1hort-t1ra palliative, against the sudden collapse or iaportant 
indu1trie1, nevertheless in the longer teni tend to distort and ossify 
production and trade patterns, and entail considerable econoaic co1t1, 
while frequently haaperfng industrialization in 1oae LDC'1 and providing 
unjustifiable bonuses to other suppliers: 
9. Notes that, according to the World Bank 1987 Development Report "the 
striking (act about protection to preserve Jobs ii that each Job often 
ends up ccsting consumer, aore than the worker's salary": the report also 
states that this cost, in the US and the EC, has reached for certain 
protected sectors levels corresponding to between 4 and 11 tlae1 the 
average Industrial wage: 
11, Considers that the US/EC steel agreement, ending in Septeaber 1989, which 
resulted (roa the need to protect the US 1teel industry a9aln1t an 
artificially high US dollar, has contributed to the international 
aarket·sharing in the steel sector, with heavy econoaic costs both for us 
con1u .. r1 and EC worker• and producer,; 
11. Fear• th&t in future other EC exports to the us. in particular aachine 
tool• and textiles, aight be liaited by 11ean1 or a aarket·1harlng 
approach. especially If the dollar exchange rate continues to fluctuate 
by a wide aargin; 
12. Stre11e1 tl'M fact that such protectionist aea1ure1 have been found, in 
particular by the OECD studies, to be highly ineffective in aatntalning 
eaployaent in the protected 1ector1, while at the 1aae tiae reducing 
eaplo)'llent prospects in the exporting indu1trle1; 
wasb reqard, &o particular. to the "AIRBUS" ca,e: 
13, Con1lder1 that the CATT code on civil aircraft, in lta present 
fonrulatton, does not inhibit the rin1nclr19 or Airbus A·33t/A·341 along 
the 1 ine1 adopted; 
14, ltre11e1 the iaportance of the EC/US negotiations on the CATT code, alaed 
at increasing controls on State 1upport, both direct and indirect, ln 
trade or civil aircraft; 
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15. Declare, that any unilateral US aea1ure iapo1ing tariff• on Airbus 
iaporta, on the basis of subventions received, 1hould ~ countered by 
parallel Coaunfty aeaaures on US aircraft, which 1'>enefit froa 
considerable public support: 
With regard to the a9riculture sector: 
16. Notes that EC/US trade rel~tions in the agriculture 1ector are 1ubJect to 
recurrent crises, and considers that a balanced and lasting settle~ent of the 
unresolved problems must be reached, respecting the principle of the comprehensive 
nature of the negotiations and reinforcing the discipline which GATT provides 
as regards agricultural products; 
17. Considers that, following the initial proposals by the EC, the US and 
other contracting parties in the Uruguay Round. tt'M:lre should be the 
search for a cOIIIIOn approach, baaed on the principle• of the Punta de 
l'E1te declaration, of the OECD aini1terial coaauniqu' and the Venice 
econoaic declaration: 
18. Stresses the iaportance of the proposition by the EC to consolidate in 
CATT the level of fana support, and believe~ that the US proposition of 
total abolition over lt years is unroaliatic: considers however that the 
EC should table a new offer containir19 a schedule for reducing support by 
a fixed proportion within a set period of tiae: · 
19. Recalls its resolution of 13 Dece•ber 1985, a1king that "the 1955 CATT 
waiver (enablin~ the US to pursue doaestic policies regardle11 of certain 
CATT dispositions), the US export 1ubsidie1 prograa. and the CAP 1y1te11 
of variable levies and refurlds should be discussed in the aultilateral · 
trade negotiations of CATT": 
28. Con1lder1 that, in order to avoid econ<>11ic di1tortlon1 and disruptive 
trade disputes, it is neces,ary that the aain fana producer, who are 
contracting parties to CATT, including the US and the EC, do not allow 
. internal price, to stabilize at level, which are incon1i1tent with 
econoaic reality; 11 est au11i °'ce1saire qu'il1 ,a concertent en vue de 
rfduire lea soutien, l !•agriculture et d'appliquer de1 9'sure1 
iaa.diate1 de stabilisation des aarc~s: 
21. Underlines the action already taken by the EC on its aarket1 in order to 
reduce 1urplu1 productions, and points in particular to the 
interconnection· between its output "stabilizers" and the offer to 
consolidate support in CATT; 
22. Expects therefore the US to undertake equivalent action in order to 
reduce it1 support to surplus sectors: 
23. Considers that the EC/US dispute.on the EC hol"IIOne ban should be re101,·,d 
on the ba1i1 of con,uaer and health interests, ascertained by an 
independent body, barring any "hidden protectionisa": they must also hold talks 
with a vitw to the reduction of support for agriculture and the immediate 
application of market stabilization measures; 
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Financial 11pect1 
24. Note, that the sinking exchange rate or the dollar ha, produced a 
draaatic turnaround in the evolution or the US trade balance, and that 
coapetitivity or us export,, in particular in the aanufacturing sector, 
ha1 sharply increased: 
25. Considers that protectionist aeasures in the US would exert upward 
pres1ure1 on the dollar exchange rate, delaying therefore the recovery in 
the US external balance and further deepening the present di1~quilibria; 
26. Stresses that the present volatility of exchange rates carries 
unfavourable con1equence1 for the world econoay, in ter111 of financial 
co1t1 and reduced inveataent,, 1tre11e1 also the lack or re1pon1ibility 
or the us Adainistratlon in the pursuit of fiacal policies aince 1983, 
having regard to the dollar•, role in the world econoay: 
27. Welcoae1 the reduction, in the US budget deficit enacted on 22 December 
~y· President Reagan, but points to the fact that further reduction• will 
be needed in the next year, in order to reduce fundaaental imbalances on 
world financial and merchandise aarkets: 
28. Stresses the iaportance of the EMS a, a zone of coaparative stability, 
and considers that the stren~r'th•ning or the ECU, in particular through 
Its wider use in contracts and sales, 11 well as a widening of this zone, 
would be an important contribution by the Coaaunity in coabating the 
consequences of exchange rate volatility; 
0n 1pec1r1c t11ue1: 
29. Expresses its opposition to the extraterritorial effects of the export 
adllinlstration act, and points out that the issue or US export controls 
on grounds or national security reasons will be dealt with in a specific 
report; 
31. Reaarka that the US/Canada free·trade agreeaent atteapts liberalization 
In sectors such as services, investaent and technology and indicates 
therefore a po11ible approach to liberalization In non-traditional 
sectors: stresses however that such bilateral approaches have to be 
exaalned in GATT and need to be coordinated with the multilateral 
ne1ot1atlon1 in the context of the Uruguay Round: 
31. Expects that the US, in confonaity with the CATT Council decisions, will 
abolish In. the near future its "custoas users fee" aa well 11 ita 
diacriainatory "auper-fund levy" on oil laporta; 
.. \, 
ii',,.· 
. .,; .. 
....... 
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Jn conclufioo: 
32. Reaffir111 it1 belief that protectioni•• does not provide any lasting 
econoaic advantage to the State resorting to it, and 11 particularly 
ai1leading a1 the political debate rarely 1ucceed1 in aaklng clear to the 
public the econoaic co1t1 or protectionist aea1ure1 and the way that the 
division or revenue between producers, workers and consuaers will be 
affected by thell: 
33. Is concerned by the gradual weakening of the GATT open aultilateral trade 
systea, caused notably by the trend towards bllateralis• and by the 
proliferation or "orderly aarketing agreeaents" and "voluntary 
restraints", and maintain• that the EC and the US could play an 
important role in the defence or free trade, by steadily reducing the use 
or such instruments which are by essence non-transparent, difficult to 
evaluate in oolitical debate, and specifically geared to narrow sectoral 
int~rests; the EC and the US should also consult with the other producer countries 
in GATT.to introducll!.-0r.utu. . ..diu..ipline and transpa,,rency in their agricultur.al 
policies; 
34. Considers that, for the future of EC/US relations in the context or the 
open llllltilateral trade 1y1te11, a strengthening or the GATT dispute 
1ettle11ent 1y1tea constitutes an absolute necessity: 
35. Points out the contribution that the European Community will make to liberalization 
and transparency in the exchange of goods and services through the co1,1pletion of 
its large internal market; 
36. Ca.Ll.s •• tor-.th.e .con1pletion of the internal market to be accompanied by a firm 
and cnnsi~t~nt ~xternal policy towards the United States and other developed 
countries, based on the dual principle of openness and reciprocity and capable 
of ensuring the defence of the legitimate interests of the European Co,nmunity, 
while increasing its contribution to the liberalization of international traoe; 
37. ,In1truct1 the President to fo"'ard thla resolution to the Coa11i11ion, the 
Council . and the United· States Congre11 and Adainiatration. 
-~ ~· /.· . 
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EXPLANATORY STAmtElff 
I • GENDAL REPIARIS 
1. Introduction 
"Free trade enriches our lives. Through free trade we obtain the 
wide1t possible range of goods at the lowest possible prices. Free trade 
raises the 1tandard of living in all countries. Ulti•ately it 11 the 
consuaer who benefits froa free trade - and who pays when countr!es depart 
frOII it. 
Free trade proaotes econoai~ efficiency. It encourages capital, 
labour.and other resources in every country to flow to their aost productive 
use. Where aarkets are allowed to work freely, the principle of coaparative 
advantage assures a global division or labour that aaxlalzes output 
through free trade we can specialize in what we do be1t and avail ourselves 
of the best products available anywhere." 
This quotation froa a recent speech by US Deputy Secretary of State 
John C Whitehead (5) is a good suaaary both of the classical arguaents in 
favour of free trade, and of the COllllitaent of the present US Adllinistration 
to those principles. 
on the European aide, the defence of free trade, and in particular or 
the open aultilateral trading sy1tea as ••bodied in the rules of GATT, is 
equally felt to be one of the aain tasks of trade policy, in order to ensure 
a continuation of the unprecedented econoaic developaent experienced in the 
last forty years. 
It aay seea therefore surpri1ir9 that, both in the EC and in the US, 
there ia · a deep feeling of frustration over trade practice, on the other 
side· of· the Atlantic which are felt to be protectionist in character, thus 
frequent trade dispute• continue to occur and the danger of a spiral of 
retaliation and counter retaliation aeasures la alwaya present. 
/,,'• 
· · ··It is Jl'f intention to exaaine aore closely the cllaate of EC/US trade 
relitions in order to identify the aain problca areas and to analyze 
underlying conflicts or ai1under1tandings, and to work out aoae proposals in...._.,, 
order to . avoid confrontationa which would be against the lntereits of both 
. partlea ·involved . 
. ·., .. , .. 
. 2 . .. Protectlonh• and fair: trade 
. i:-.s .. ·•.• . , 
Prot~ctloniH ha~· becoae•a very unpopular theory alnce the Great 
the reaction to econo11ic crisia and in 
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particular to shifting patterns of comparative advautages in production and 
· ·to the need or industrial adjustment haR entailed considerable protectionist 
aea1ure1 and recurrent demands for even more. 
In the US the role of the StatA in industrial adjustment ii liaited 
al11<>st exclusively to commercial policy, i.e. to measures at the border. 
The central concept which is employed in this process is that of "fair" 
trade and of relief to be offered to domestic industries being injured by 
"unfair:" foreign competition. 
The US trade policy is therefore characterized by a strong legalistic 
element and several reforms since 1921 have worked towards weakening the 
role of the executive in permitting access to trade legislation and iaport 
relief (6). The successive reforms included establishing an independent 
body, the International Trade Commission, in order to assess injury and 
detailed definition of the criteria to be used in antidumping/countervailing 
duty cases, · in order to increase the objective elements in the procedures 
and to remove as far as possible any discretionary elements in implementing 
the legisation against unfair trade. 
,· The princfpul assumption underlying this approach was that "fair 
trade" is an objective principle and that breaches to the principle could be 
identified through quasi·Judicial procedures: this assumption entails, 
however. in my opinion, oversimplifying most problems. As an exaaple I 
aight quote the criteria fixed in 1974 for establishing the "constructed 
value" in antidumping cases, where allowar.ce has to be made for an eight per 
cent profit margin in estimating the existence of dumping: this profit 
level is completely arbitrary and, in fact, constitutes a very effective 
import barrier, especially during a recession (7). Moreover, Section 311 of 
the 19?4 Trade Act offers relief against practices by a foreign country 
which are 
inconsistent with the provisions of any trade agreement including 
subsidies on exports, or 
unjustifiable. unreasonable or discriminatory 
If .consultations 
unllateral·us aS!..i.2.IL_ 
or other measures fail, sect ion 311 authorizes 
• 
Protectionist pressure In the us Congre11 h&1 expre11ed itself, on the 
.one hand, ·. by a considerable nuaber or sector-1peclfic bilh bei09 tabled, 
•••king protection for particular US econoaic activities. Of the1e, only the 
textile bill has aanaged to be adopted by both Hou1e1: the chance• of a 
·definitive approval . are h<>Wlver very Ilia); on the other hand, the "Itld!. 
· and ·international econoaic policy reforw bill 1901" pa11ed by--the,ffouae or--
. Repreaentativu, and the "011nibu1 trade bill 1987" approved by the Senate, 
have aanaged to concentrate ao1t of the energy of protectioni1t lobbies a, 
·well a1 acute critici••• both by the us Adainistration and by the .EC 
institutions (8). Apart froa the specific provisions contained in tha 
Gephardt aaendllent to the House bill, the aain points of critici•• were the 
following: 
a> unilateral changes in the us trade law create real risks of airror action 
or retaliation (cfr. re-definition of countervailable subsidies, standing 
of petitioner• in cases involving processed agricultural products, 
expansion or the 1cope of the duaping statutes to include iaput duaping, 
leases etc., private right of action in antiduaping cases, iapo1ition of 
iaport surcharges in view of financing adJu1t11ent), 
b> potential restrictions on foreign investments in the us, 
c) sector-by-sector recipricity requireaents, 
d) creation of new non-tariff barrier,, 
e) new llaitations on US trade fle90tiat1ng authority, 
·f)·new lialtations on the President'• discretion in trade ca1e1. 
· However, the us President has repeatedly announced he would veto a 
protectionist trade bill (9). 
3. Ibt·EC tod·tht us approach to 1ub1idiea 
:·eontrary to the us, aost of the Nnber States of the EC had a long 
tradition of state intervention in the econoay, in particular in order to 
·.a11ht ailing indu1tries, to favour adJu1t11ent and to pursue regional and 
· 1oclal·obJectives; .· this tradition w11 continued in the EC, and codified to 
· · ,;. a ·certain extent both in · the Treaty of Roae and in the re911latlon1 
~t{··1~::· ·.: :1,,::concerning the 10-called "structural policies". The steel sector, In 
:~:~;}>r:.'·.'·. · ~'/\:particular, was 1ubllitted to a "1ublidy code" by 11eans of which a 11rles of 
-~f ,:)'.~~,i;. :~·:··1~ate ~~da. \were authorized, . aubJect to certain capacity reduction,. In 
~ii1~f!!~· ''.' ;.,:,,,' ._.~·--·· __ .. _. _. _. --------(' ~.J;,~:(1F r···I) ';.,.' EP;_rHoluUon, ' 17~9.1917. Let,ter by Hr. De Clercq, Colllll11loner 
· ;~!,·~~?~(\~(~·~·:·: reaponaible ·for external relatlona, to Hr. Clayton Yeutter, 28.9.1917. 
. A".::~:;:i:__;/·t':;: .. > .... eounc~l·/concluliona of 21.7.1987. 
f:•it1:1'.i\;,;_ .: ''\'.:': .>llhlte·Houae: ,tat-nt, noveaber 3, 1987 in USA Text - us •halon to f ; ':fiif,': :.:r :-, ~.;·/ •. .:.the·;EC. . · · ; 
~· ., ~ .... ,·;~1/'l~"{\· .. · ... ( ... ·.' .. : ''i.·.' t~<·.:,_ ·: ,'· 
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short,. concerning steel "The United States interpreted its trade legislation 
to aean that a restructuring.aid was a countervailable subsidy, whereas the 
European Coallunity had reached a coaproaise agreeaent that aid should be 
penait'ted provided it was linked to restructuring" < 11 >. 
The·deflnitlon of what constitutes a "1ub1idy" i1 also a aain point of 
EC/US dispute: in general "the US considered anything not detenained by the 
going aarket rate a1 a subsidy, whereas the official European policy is to 
consider 1oaething a subsidy only if it appears soaewhere at a cost to the 
public exchequer <11 )". The differences of approach between the EC and the 
US led to differing interpretations of the 1979 CATT code on subsidies and 
countervailing duties: in fact the aabiguities in the CATT code had been 
neceuary in order to reach an agreement since the fundaaeotals;,divergences 
had reaained unresolved in the negotiatons. · 
The difference of approach leads however to serious difficulties, as 
can be observed in the AIRBUS case, where the conditions under which funds 
are supplied by the relevant Heaber States are considered by the US to 
contain a subsidy eleaent. 
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'Section 711 of the 1931 
Tariff Act (countervailing 
duties> 
Section 731 of the 1931 
Tariff Act CAnti·duaping 
duties) 
Art. XIX 
Art. XXIII 
(only under the 
Agreeaent> 
Art. VI + XVI + 
COde 
Art. VI+ COde 
Section 232 of the 1962 Art. XXI 
Trade Expansion Act (Safe-
gua~ding national security> 
Section 22 of the 1933 
·Agricultural AdJu1taent Act 
Regulation 281/82 (Title V) 
Regulation 2641/84 
Re9Ulation 2176/84 
Decision 2177/84 
Regulation 176ll87 ~· 
Article 223(l)(b) of Treaty 
No coaparable equivalent 
under EC law except in the 
·case of agricultural 
products where a variable 
levy aay be regarded as 
fulfilling a 1iailar 
pul"J)OH. 
Both the us 1974 Trade Act and the 1931 Tariff Act have been 
considerably aaended, lastly by the 1984 Trade and Tariff Act. 
II. AGIICULTUII 
J~i~~··. ;t..'·. ; 1. , Agriculture con1ti tute1 the uin bone of contention between the EC and 
~-~?, the US: it ii the one sector where coaercial interests clash aore directly 
·:;:;:;·. ,t·. and where alao the prospects for future agreeaent, and for a coaon approach 
,~ · to out1tanding probl .. ,, , ... aore difficult. 
·.· ::I>:·~, 
' ~ 1 "" 
·li:t
1
:.:~
1
.,.:.·'. ·\. :. ':i'Balically, the US considers· the CAP a, a highly ·protectionht 
~, i. operaiion which ha1 artificially ... 'bol1tered EC ·export• through 1ublidiea. 
,. · ·· · :··.,.,while -:at ··tt• · 1111e ·U•. 1ucce11fully ·cloling ;up lt1 internal urket1 ·for ao1t 
\' 
... , .... 
t,,. • 
...... 
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products with the exception of oils and fats and cereal substitutes (12), 
where the GATT bindings. undertaken by the EC during the Dillon and Kennedy 
Rounds of Multilateral trade negotiations have ensured US exports unliaited 
access to the EC. The EC, on the other hand, considers that the US, through 
the 1955 waiver to several CATT articles, has 11&naged to aaintain a high 
degree of protection of its aarkets, while in parallel exports have been 
assisted, in particular through the recent export enhanceaent progr&1111e 
(EEP> .aeant specifically to displace C01111Unity exports by aatching 
subsidies. 
2. The respective level of EC and US fara subsidies has been the subject 
of several contrasting evaluations. Tipically, the US has always insisted 
on the absolute size of the subsidies, whereas the EC has stressed the ratio 
subsidies/work force in the rara sector. 
The overall econoaic co1t of fara policies can be roughly subdivided 
into two parts: one is borne by taxpayers (through public expenditure), the 
other by consuaers, through high internal prices, aaintained aainly through 
protection at the border (the so-called "consuaer transfer>"; the OECD 
report on National Policies and Agricultural Trade (13) provides the 
following table concerning the cost of fara policies (public expenditure 
plus consumer transfer) as a 1979-81·81 average (14): 
Cost ECU/ha ECU/fara ECU/worker GJP(a) GVA(b) VFP(c) 
'(ECU billion) 
' ' ' 
us .. 26.2 61.3 11.811 7.453 1.3 42.1 22.1 
EC 56.2 613.4 11. 437 7.465 2.8 93.2 49.9 
(a) gross internal product: (b) gross value added in the fara sector: (c) 
value of final agricultural production. 
. With,regard ·to the .structure or public expenditure the report shows 
that 56.8!. of EC support was concentrated in price and incoae support (US: 
18.31) wh•reas the US aid was concentrated (59.61) in processing, 
aarketing and consuaer support (EC: 11.2'). 
12),. Jn fact, the setting up of the CAP iaplied that estimated tariff 
level• for agricultural good1 as a percentage of border prices ro1e 
froa 161 (1956) to 52' (1965•1967) as an average for the original six 
Mellber States,(Source: World Bank, 1986 World Development Report, page 
13) 
13).: :OECD, Paris 1987. 
:10 Interesting data on. this subject is also contained in "The Political 
·Econoay·.or · International Agricultural policy refora", 1986, by the 
,,Depar~•nt or Priaary ]ndu1try of Australia. 
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coat or fara pol!ciH was financed by taxpayers and con11aer1 in 
proportion• in the EC and in the us:· 
(1979·11•81 average) 
Taxpayers Con11aer1 2/1 billion ECU billion ECU I ( 1) (2) 
.... , ... 
us 19.4 7.1 36.1 EC 21.1 35.1 169.7 
. The ao1t 1triking difference between fara 1upport policie1 in the us 
and the (EC is therefore the'high proportion of cost borne by the con1uaers 
in the EC, ·whereas the US relies aore on budgetary aea1ure1 in order to 
ensure its support. 
The aain problea in considering the OECD data 11 that iaportant changes 
have taken place since 1981 in the aaount of agricultural support both in 
the EC and in the US: only one eleaent of the support, i.e. budgetary 
expenditure at us federal budget level and at the EC budget level, can be 
easily identified. 
EC 
us 
12.2 
11. 7 
<•> E1tiaate 
.l.lli 
14.2 
18.9 
14.5 
7.3 
Source: ··US departaent of agriculture 
EC Coaiasion 
,.· 
.. ), 
llli 
14. 7 
18.1 
. :'1 
llli 
22., 
25.1 
(USO billion) 
lll1 (•) 
26 
25.3 
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· E1tiaate1 by the US Department of Agriculture indicate the following 
evolution for ··Producer subsidy equivalents <15) in the year• 1982·84, u 
·coapared to the period of 1979·81: 
Producer subsidy equivalents. 1979·81 and 1982·84 average• 
. Coaodity 
Beef !I 
United States 
1979-81 
5 
11 
45 
4 
1982-84 
6 
25 
44 
6 
EC 
1979-11 1982-84 
Percent 
38 
17 
54 
45 
43 
8 
36 
32 
. , 1 :-, .. The Econoa!c declarat_lon ;,'adopted.· :at .the Venice Sumi t (11.6.1987) 
reafrtraed the c0111haent to, the OECD agreement, stating that "the long tera 
''"'..{~obJective ~1s; · to· anow market .:signals. to influence the orientat1on . ..-i.or 
''1./'.J,agricultural 'proouctior{. 'by way of a progressive an'd concerted'reductfon of 
agrlcul tural 1upport" .. : · · ' · ' ' 
•i ,4' / , ~..., ''.•i,.' I II- , ' ' , ',, ~ I t I .' ' : 1,: '" ... • !l t ' '. ' , •: , • . ' 
· · · '.: ' .'. Both ·the ·Paris :arid· ·the' Venice ·declaration referred to the Punta del 
i / •,1 I , .,ii .,..,JO ' , a,*', , • 1 ; '. • , , ·, ·, 
''"Este·CATT declaration·(21;9.1986). which stressed the need for negotiations 
aiaed to "achieve greater liberalization of trade in agriculture", and to 
Japrove the competitive environaent "by increasing discipline on the use of 
:'·'.''all 'direct· and 'indirect' 'subsidies".. . 
~ :,,: • • , i.,.··. r. ' . . . . 
'' . Following''the' start of 'the:Uruguay Round the EC and the us have tabled 
;'their' propos'als reg;frding the objectives of ,the negotiations in the 
· "agricultural. ·_sector. · 
'4. The US · proposa 1 
Hade public on July 6,' 1987 /'the us proposal for CATT negotiations in 
agriculture ·comprises· 3 aain points: · 
a) coaplete phase out over 11 years of all agricultural subsidies which 
affect trade ( for export _subsidies. i•ediate freeze and then phase out 
over 11 years of. the quarit.ities ~~ported>.· 
bf phase out of import ··ba'rrier.i''over 11 years 
c) ~araoni~at ion of health and sanitary. regulaUons. 
' . ' 
d .~'. The proposal , expllcitly_·refers to· the Producer Subsidy Equivalent as 
.. ~afoulate<i 'frr the:·:oECO .· Secretariat sfudy·, as a possible way of aeasuring 
agriculture protection. 
• _,..:I~, I 
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The EC proposal coapri1e1 two phases: 
a) a first phase, based on existing policies, would entail a concerted 
reduction or support, a1 well as emergency 11ea1ure1, like price 
discipline and quantitative liaits: 
b) a second phase would "create the conditions for a lasting reversal of 
the present trend towards structural disequilibria and per11anent 
instability". 
The COIIIIUnity proposes taking the 1984/85 aarketing year as a starting 
base for evaluating the effort already aade for curtailing production, and 
advocates a readjustment or external protection by the Contracting Parties, 
in order to achieve a reduction or distortions. Direct aid to rarwer1 could 
be provided in order to offset the 1011 of earnings occasioned by the new 
arrangeaent1. The Producer Subsidy Equivalent (PSE) is proposed as a basis 
for negotiation, provided, in particular, that it be adjusted so as to allow 
quantification or production re1traint1. Most iaportant, the EC accepts the 
possibility of consolidating in CATT the 1axi11U11 level of support, with due 
account being taken however, of fluctuations in world prices and currencies. 
6. Main EC/US divergences 
The total abolition or subsidies (apart froa liaited exceptions) 
proposed by the US h considered "unrealistic" by the EC, which would favour 
a reduction in support coupled with conditions for the applications :of. 
subsidies. 
The "eaergency·aeasures" by the EC aen to favour an approach based on 
·price undertakings and aarket·sharing, especially in the cereals sector, 
while the us proposal aeeas to aove in the direction of price and aarket 
'liberalization. 
PE 119.315/rtn. 
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al10 quantitative reductions in that paraaeter, and to set the 1984/85 
aarketing year a1 a baseline (while the US would like to take the Punta de 
l'E1te declaration, 21.9.86). 
It is also very doubtful whether the US would accept-a·aajor change in 
protection patterns_ (apart froa a gradual phase out): this aeans that the 
EC proposals for unbinding its tariffs on oils and fats and cereal 
substitutes would probably ae·et the same resistance as its proposal for a 
"stabilization aechanisa" in :the oils and fats sector. 
7. The differences in outlook between the EC and the US are accoapanied 
by a series of specific probleas some of which have been the cause of acute 
tensions in the recent past. 
Apart frOII _the probleas considered in ay interi• report and which have 
been solved. at least on an ad hoe basis (pasta, citrus fruits, enlargement 
to Spain and Portugal), new divergences have developed which cause serious 
concerns for the future. 
tn particular. the EC directive banning the use of hormones. as froa 1 
January 1988, and the EC third country aeat directive (18) have been accused 
by the US of containing protectionist measures, and could lead to serious 
disputes in the near future. 
With regard to the EC hormones ban. the us estiaates at around ltl 
ailllon dollars the sales opportunities which would be lost for their aeat 
exporters: the Adlllnistration h,1 therefore selected a list of products upon 
which sanctions could be imposed: the tariff increa1e1 are however suspended 
since the EC will allow. for a transitional period ending on 31 Deceaber 
J988, the import or meat froa hormone-treated anlaals. 
PE 119.315/fin. 
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areas, while the pragmatic agreeaent on EC pasta exports does not prejudge 
the divergence concerning export subsidies for processed agricultural 
products. 
It is clear that only a reinforced international discipline on these 
1ublect1, coablned with a aore rapid and binding 1y1tea for dispute 
1ettleaent within GATT, could prevent those divergences cauaing renewed 
disputes and tensions in EC/US trade relations. 
~Protection aay, at a cost in overall living standards, be able to preserve 
a pre-existing level and pattern of eaployment, but only in special 
circumstances. Normally, exchange rates and cost movements will cancel out 
or even reverse the initial sectoral effects of protection. Negotiated 
voluntary export restraints to protect oligopolistic domestic industries 
appear to have the least favourable prospects for adding to economy-wide 
emplo}'ltent" (21). 
In particular, "the accumulated rents fro• protection may encourage an 
increase ln the industry's capital stock( ... ) permitting higher levels of 
labour productivity" and a "capital deepening process" thus. "many of the 
jobs" saved "by lon9·ter11 protection do not go to those who face the 
greatest adjustment burden. Rather, they go to better trained workers living 
in regions which are in any case experiencing above-average rates of 
growth". 
However, if a singl~ sector can benefit frOll protection, usually the 
overall effects are negative: in fact. exporting industries are likely to be 
penalised by higher import prices. and "by the tendency for the exchange 
rate to appreciate as protection reduces demands for imports". "Any jobs 
.created or saved in the protected sector will endanger employment elsewhere 
in the economy" (22). · 
4. With regard to US/EC relations, the US liaits the iaport of aost ,teel 
products froa the EC until sept .. ber 1989, at a level corresponding to 5.51 
of the US aarket (23). In particular following to the low level of the 
dollar, the pressure on the US aarket is howeve~ rapidly receding. 
s.· The 10-cal led "6.IBIVI" case has attracted great interest froa the 
aedia, since enoraous financial interests and technological developaents are 
at stake, as well as prestige considerations and syabolic issues. The EP has 
expressed its views in the van HENELDONCK report (24), adopted on 15 October 
1987, where it stressed the need to keep in the EC "a strong and indlpendent 
aeronautical industry", and called "upon the sponsoring governaents to .... 
provide the necessary financial support for the launching and the carrying~ 
to fruition of the A-331 and A-341 projects". 
State support for AIRBUS is difficult to evaluate: the US aaintains 
that a swa of the order of 7 to 15 billion USD is involved for the A-321. 
For the launching of A·331/A•341 the aaount of 2.5·3 billion USD 11 aost 
coaonly quoted, in the fora of refundable advances froa four Mellber States 
to the companies which are part of AIRBUS (25). 
The US aaintains that this financial support, although. formally 
granted iri the fora or refundable advances, does not stand a reasonable 
chance of ever being repaid, and aaounts therefore to outright grants. There 
is therefore the possibility of US action < section 311 or section 711). 
based on petitions by US aircraft producers. 
The i11ue at stake with the US 1s the interpretation of articles 4 and 
6 of: the agreeaent on trade in civil aircraft, in connection with the GATT 
Ag~eeaent on subsidies and countervailing Measures. 
: ·Article 4 puts conditions on "govenwent·directed procureaent, 
undatorysubcontracts and induceaents": article 6, while 1pectrying that 
the CATT "subsidies code" applie1 to civil aircraft, state1 that the 
.slgnatoriea to the code on trade in civil aircraft "in their participation 
· in, or. support of, civll aircraft progrUllles (. •• > shall seek to avoid 
adverse ·etrects ·on trade in civil aircraft (. •• > they also shall take into 
account the special factora which apply in the aircraft sector, in 
particular the widespread governaental support in this area, their 
international econoaic interests, and the desire of producers of all 
signatories to participate in the expansion of the world civil aircraft 
aarket": furtheraore, · "Signatories agree that pricing of civil aircraft 
should be. baaed on a reasonable expectation of recoupaent of all costs" 
including, in particular, "identifiable and pro-rated costs of ailitary 
-research and develoJ)llent on aircraft, coaponents, and 1y1tea1 that are 
·:subsequently applied to the production of such civil aircraft". 
'\: ?.·. :.~.:\"-::~ ·. 
----------on.the development of EC/US disputes in the steel sector, I would like 
io ·refer to ay lnt~r,1• .report, doc. A2· 
·. doc .. A2•125/87 • . 
vld. "Up on a wing and a prayer for cash", 
26.3.1917. 
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With regard to the present situation, the us allegations about 
subsidies by the governments of four Hember States are very difficult to 
substantiate; in particular because Airbus Industrie is an economic grouping 
and not a company, therefore it does not file finan~ial results: the amounts 
quoted by American sources vary in fact by a considerable factor. Talks are 
going on at present "to consider the organisation of Airbus and to advise if 
the current structure and organization is the most appropriate" (26). 
. The situation with regard to subsidies on the opposite side of the 
Atlantic is. I might say, ,· even · less transparent. considering the 
difficulty, as an ·example. of ·calculating "pro rated costs of ailitary 
RID" subsequently employed for civil aircrafts. 
· .:·Fr<>11. a ,more· g~neral point of view, 
e 1 einen t s : - .. 
would stress some further 
~~. . . . 
... ~i"~) · the collliercial aircraft market shares in the last years have shown Boeing 
. ·r;elnforcingJts dominant position (1984: 54%: 198S: 611: 1986: 641) (27), 
,which 'amounts to a practical 
j. ~ ,• • 
solution might be found for 
I believe that the Europeans do not 
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' ·t1:,. .:·~. ": .. ,.. .. ~,: ' . ~-~ ~iJ~,~'.~j);::t ;f~it.itate adJuataent: protectionist pre11urH are viewd withM~"grave~.':·· 
":· ;~/·~·"';.;~~\'-:'concem" ·(31).·· The aultilateral ·1y1t• baaed on the principlH .and rulea of 
·'.,.~:\·-.: . .'\;.(':.the rtATT 1hould be iaproved, bearing in aind that "protectionht action• 
. J},;:· .. ~:/NOUld be counterproductive, NOUld increase the ·risk of further exchange rate 
. ~~··:.V\:\· :· ..... _,inatabillty. ·and · 'lfOUld exacerbate the _probl•m. of developaent . ·and 
V -~~~·. ••• P~··:indebtedneH". 1., ' • ' ' •. 
. . >~;:;f ... >".l'/':.' /,; : .. , ::·:'·\ .·· ' ' '.' ' ·, . ' . ' 
• ··JI.if.¥· -. · · • v. · ·~ · ··· t· · 
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~ :>~~-;'·;·,::; ::;...< ·1::: :·.Following the eventl on the ·1toc1t1urket1 in the la1t aonth1 of 1987, 
. "i.\;·/·. · · public opinion, both in ·'the US and in the EC, hu grown aore aware .of the f/(r, . ·rhka of ·a seriou1 econoaic downturn in the next year•: in this context, the f :~t.." . parallel :with the experience of the thirtiH, when generalized protectionh• 
~s·~t :: .·. . was .·'inatruaental in 1preading and deepening the Great Deprealion, has 
:a;c-:,;•':' operated 1oae ··change tn the .ataosphere, .in particular in the US, where the 
~r~\' ·· ,effects of COlll)8Utivity gains -and export iaproveaent in the aanufacturing 
'.~,.,\', ... ·, sector alao help ~to IIOderate .protectionist .Hntiaent1. 
r~\i:. . . i. ··Jn '.thb context,. I would like to repeat, and strenghten, the f:,1fr . ,conclulion1 of II)' 1985 report on protectionba: 
protectionba, as a general rule, does not provide any lasting econoaic 
.advantage·to the State resorting to tt: tt siaply aaounts to redistributing 
,revenue froa certain general categories. ( i.e. consumers, both interaediate 
and:final) to certain 1pectfic categories (worker• and 1hareholders of the 
protected industries). State subventions operate auch the aue way, by 
transferring funds froa.taxpayer1 to·1pecific cat.Wies of workers and 
·shareholder•. 
This,approxiaatlon to econoalc reality would reduce at the saae tiae 
·the scope for recurrent trade conflicts which could easily spread to a 
·1ubstantlal part of EC/US ·tra~e relations. 
~-P".~.~uant .to Rule 47 of :the Rules of Procedure 
' ., '£ ,4 .. '/ 
, :.}on ·the ·protectionist ·•tt 1tude of ,the American Congress :, ' .' .. 
·,:4 \: . :~ . 
. ·,,;Th;·-.Europe1n P1rl h•ent,. 
v1rious spheres to unleash a 
effects for both partners. 
'>. 
the European-People's Party 
47 of ·the Rules ·of·Procedure 
Equity Bill before the US·Congress 
;,· A. concerned ·th1t the US Congress·h1s·pass~d • bill wh1ch could ••ke wine 
iaporu fro• t_he·furopun·CONlunity into the USA aore diffic"lt, 
B. concerned thlt the lnternat i~~•l Trade ··co11111i ss ;on C ITC> is to ·be allowed 
. to introduce corresponding ·protectionist •usurts at the requnt of 
AIied c1n ·vine producers, 
1. · Instructs t ts delegation for relit fons with thf United sous to insist 
1t the forthcOflling •ut i"9 with .the. US Congress th1t the· princlole of 
reciprocity '.in trade be uphtld1 
.z. Calls on ;the Co,..fuion and the Council to Uh the nectssary steos to 
··'. counteract thfH ~isks of protect ionis•; 
,··1···. 
Instructs i U President to fo;~l~d ith.is rnolut ion to the (CNMhS ion ,nd 
Council of the European·Comiaunities~ 
, ... "~ ... 
',• 
.,,, ... 
. '·· 
,, 
... 
.,~-
. ·.t_abled by "r MAFFRE-BAUGE, Mrs DE "ARCH 
,,. llr PRAIICHERE, llr WRTl and Mr PIGUET ' 
'•pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules f 
o Procedure 
on the threat to agricultural exports to the USA . 
::.l.ml.F.'t: 
.1~· 
The European Partiame~, A. whereas the United state• Congress ha• adopted draft legislation on external 
trade Cth• oa,nibus trade Bill) enabling the USA to take measures to restrict 
B. where•• the adoption of such legislation would be severely prejudicial to wine imports, 
com11UnltY agricultural exports and would seriously affect relations between 
the community and the USA, 
.c. whereas the favourable pasltlon of th• Comffll.lnlty's agricultu•al experts to 
I ·the USA was due solelY to the high rate of the dollar and whereaS the USA''i' 
balance of trade with th• EEC In the agricultural sector remains substantl-
~llY 1n Its favour <4,~ •Illian ECU In \983>, 
.,. Deplores the protectionist provisions of the Aaerlcan Bill, which are 
contrary to GAll regulations; 
2. Not•• th.at the goodwill and concessions extended by the C04111UnltY are 
totallY ineffect~al and only serve to encourage the USA in the ~rsult of 
Its protectionist pallCY and its trade offensive on the world •arket; 
\ l •.. calls on the Cofflffllsslon and the council vigorously to urge the USA to 
respect It• obli9atlons and to draw up counter..,..asures Ce,g. on imparts of 
soya and'Amerlcan maize gluienfeed>, to take ; ... dlate effect upon th• 
· :enactment of this law; 
4. C~lls tof this proble• to be referred to the EEC/USA lnterparlla••ntarY 
delegation; : 1nstructs~ts President to forward this resolution to the c~lsslon, the 
·Council.and th• Government of the United state•· 
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ANNEX 
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'' .j '• 
·, ... 1, 
'°"-MOTIONJOR A RE.SOLUTION c'oocuMENT 'e z-·663/85> 
;~: . . ··, .. 
. •,;. tabled by Mr :sTARITA 
f· 1 "<:·'.•, ~ 
· purs.uant · to Rule 47.:o·t the Rules of Procedure 
~n1he ~ituation of the footwear sect~r following the imposition of import 
quous·by the USA 
1he•EurOQ~ln_Parliament, 
A. alarmed by th~ recent measures announced by the USA to 'reduce i~ports 
of footwear drastically and abruptly, a move which of all the countries 
of the EEC·vould particularly affect Italy which, in 1984, exported 
more than 63 million pairs of shoes to the USA, equivalent to SX of 
the o~erall consumption of tha·t country, 
B. wherea~, coming closely on the heels of ,the restrictions on pasta, this 
m,asure ·represents yet another-'·poUcy decision in the trade war being 
waged by the·Uniter.1 .States' against the EEC and Italy in particular, 
C. considering that the Measures announced, consisting of the imposition 
.of an.)•port.quota on the basis of type and price, actually favour 
. imports of. shoes produced in countries such as Taiwan, South Korea 
1
··{ ·,1 ·and.Brazil ·at. the e,rpenn,'of Italy .. and other countries of the EEC 
. which' manufacture shoes in the medium-high quality and price range, 
·D. ·conce:r~ecf"·about :the economic.,repercussions both on the industry and 
on .the smal.l ind. medium-sized undertakings' in the footwear sector, as 
··~?::: ·~e\\\as;:the _e·ffec:ts ·on_emp~oyment; ~:·. 
and medium-sized craft 
those run on a family 
which 
to take all possible 
firmness'ln ~efe~ding 
resolution ·to the Commission 
,•' I 
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OPINION 
(Rut,·120 of the Rules of Procedure> 
of the Committee on· Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
Dr1ftsm1n: Mr EYRAUD 
At its meeting of 27 to 29 January 1988 the Committee on Agriculture, 
Fishe~fes and Food appointed Mr Eyraud draftsman of its opinion. 
It considered the draft.opinion at its Meetings of 26 and 27 May 1988 and 
2 and 3 June 1988 and adopted the conclusions unapposed with 1 abstention. 
The following took part fn the vote: Mr Cotino Salamanca, Chairman; Mr FrQh, 
Vice-Chairman; Mr Woltjer, acting rapporteur; Mr Buchou, Mr Carvalho Cardoso, 
Mr Cervera Cardona, Mr Dalsass, Mr Debatisse, Mr Gatti, Mr Howett, Mr Mccartin 
(deputizing for Mr Stavrou), Mr Marek, Mr Mouchet, Mr Romeos, Mr T. Rossi, 
Mrs Rothe, Mr Sferra Bardaji, Mr Spith, Mr Tolman and Mr Wettio. 
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INTROOUCT ION 
1. The opinion I am drawing up on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food is a continuation of the work begun in 1985 
(PE 100.047) which culminated in an interim report by Dame Shelagh Roberts 
on behalf of the Committee on External Economic Relations (Doc. 
A 2-149/85, adopted by the European Parliament on 13 December 1985, 
OJ No. C 352, p. 280, 31.12.1985). 
2. 1 have obviously not given all these references for historical reasons but 
because these documents are still partly valid, and I think it is 
worthwhile referring to them. 
Preliminary remarks 
3. The first remark concerns the importance of agriculture in the•report on..-.. 
protectionism in EEC/USA trade relations. In her working document 
(PE 118.134) Dame Shelagh Roberts, rapporteur for the REX Committee, 
acknowledges that 'agriculture constitutes the main bone of contention' in 
trade relations between the EEC and the USA. This fs an aspect that must 
not be overlooked i~ the debate on this report. 
4. It should however be borne in mind that agricultJre is merely one of the 
subjects to be dealt with in the more general GATT negotiations now under 
way. 
5. The second aspect is the strong protectionist trend that has emerged in 
the United States in the last two years and that has taken the form fo~ 
instance of laws and bills such as the 1987 Trade and International 
Economic Policy Reform Bill and the Omnibus Trade Bill, the Agricultural 
Enhancement Export Programme and the 1988 Trade Bill. 
6. In addition, ft seems clear that the internal American political climate 
is very worrying from the point of view of future trade relations between 
the United States and the Community. 
7. 
USA/EEC agricultural trade 
World agricultural trade has proved to be. th·.t main area for trade 
· confrontation between the United States and the Community. The figures 
for the 80s show that the value of Community exports has remained constant 
or even slightly lower than that for 1980. Since the 80s however the 
value of US exports has fallen considerably, from 41 to 
26.1 billion dollars. The latest figures for 1986 show that the two blocs 
are more or less equal. Nor should it be forgotten that since the 60s the 
United States have considerably increased their exports, to 7.3 billion in 
the 70s and 41 billion in 1980. 
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8. Secondly, ff we look at the trade balances of the two countries in terms 
of agricultural products exported, w. can see that the United States has 
always been an exporting country although the situation deteriorated in 
1985 Cestfmat,s for 1986 indicate an fmprov,ment) and that the Community 
has always been an importer of foodstuffs although fts deficit has 
remained more or less constant sine• 1980. 
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9. 
' t 
It would be interesting to give the figures for the Community's.t~ade . ........,., 
balance deficit in agricultural imports. The same applies to the figures 
for bi lateral trade between ttu:: -·~i ted States and the Community. The 
balance is in favour of the CSA but has baen on a downward trend in recent 
years. 
Agricultural support policies in the EEC and the USA 
10. Your rapporteur analysed the American agricultural policy in the document 
he submitted in 1985. The policy has not changed much, since it is still 
determined by the 1985 Farm Bill although it is obvious that the amounts 
allocated by the state to the different export support programmes have 
been revised, mainly upwards. 
11. Without going into the policy in too much detail, ft would be useful 
briefly to analyse the different forms of official aid for agricultu~e in 
general in order to compare the two systems. The following table clearly 
shows the impressive increase in American aid in recent years, 
particularly in 1986-87. 
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COllllunity efforts to ••":!9e p~oduction 
13. ~ fe-el it is necessa:-y in this opinion on protectionisa and t~ade 
r.lations to ~hasize the considerable efforts aade by the Eu~opean 
COIIIIU"lity to control thp vol..-.. of production since the ~if'W\ing of the 
1980s vith a viev to r~ucing tension on world aarkets. 
14. Vithout vishing to analyse the various sectors in vhich restricti~e 
ll!fasur~s have long since ~n adoptN:I - quotas, guarantee thresholds and 
r.cently stabilizers - it •ust be borne in aind that corrective aeasures 
ai .. d at iaproving control of production and expenditure were adopted by 
the C01111unity as early as tht begif'W\ing of the 80s and affect~ al•ost all 
aarket organizations. T~se measures can be grouped together under three 
.. in headings: 
- a •ore restrictive pricing policy pursu~ by the C0111tunity once it 
beca-. self-sufficient in aost sectors. The overall drop in 
institutional prices during the last four aarketing years vas about 10% 
and has largely offset the increas~ productivity rates fn the .., 
agricultural sector; 
- less permanent and aore restrictive intervention. The Coaaission, often 
follo~ by the Council, has tried to restore the intervention 111echanis~ 
to its original function of safety net and to reduce its 
attractiveness. Several changes were for instance aade to the various 
aarket organizations to •ake intervention •ore restrictive and prevent 
it becoaing an outlet, as vas the case for soae products during a 
certain period; 
- lt•iting aid by fixing quotas and guarantees. From 1982 on guarantee 
thresholds were introduced in several surplus sectors, and fro• 1982 to 
1984 altt0st half of the regulated final agricultural products was 
subject to a similar syste• of guarantee thresholds. 
15. Despite the fact that this policy of controlled production hit farm 
incoaes hard, it was a success. For instance, in the dairy products 
sector where the situation was disastrous only three years ago, 
intervention buying-in of skimmed milk powder was liaited to 55 OOO tonnes 
in 1986/87, less than one tenth of the quantities bought in in 1986. This 
is .a very iaportant achieveMent. 
16. Although the C01111unity has attempted to reduce its ovn production, it is 
still very liberal as regards imports, even of products such as cereals. 
For instance, imports of cereal substitutes into the Co1111unity are still 
increasing. 
C011111unity i!eorts of cereal substitutes 
<• torvies) 
Products 1970 1980 1986 
fllantoc 1.35 4.86 5.82 
Raize gluten 0.59 2.59 4.09 
13.03 15.04 TOTAL · 3.69 
17. Although s~thing has been achiev!'d by the Coaaunity inte~nally, it 
carw,ot be said that the world aarket situation has really impo:-vedi on the 
contra:-y, other couitries have frequently taken advantage of reduced 
production in the C01111unity to take its place on the world aarket. To 
return to the dairy sector ua.ple, lahst figures show an inc:-ease in 
world production: the United States in ~rticular have apparently 
increased their production by 2 •illion tOf'Y\es with the help of existing 
aid systeas. New Zealand and Canada have also seeaingly increased their 
production and thus cancelled out all the positive effects that the 
sizeable reduction in C01111unity production had had on the world •arket. 
18. In addition to the dairy sector specifically, SOIM! coa•ent is reQlJi:-ed at 
a tillt! when GATT negotiations are getting to the heart of the matter: in 
the absence of any international agreeaent, any reduction in prices or 
production in the Coa11unfty could well be to no avail mainly because of 
p:-otectfonist trends and increased net exports in all countrtes, as was 
~ecognized in the OECI> rt'P<)rt 'National policies and agricultural trade' 
published in 1987. The fact that the suaait aeeting of the heads of state 
and goverl"llent of the EEC in February 1988 called on the Cocn11ission to 
consider this point is to be welco•ed. 
American restrictions on imports 
19. Your rapporteur considers it worthwhile to give sOflle examples of 
regulations governing i•ports of certain agricultural products to the 
United States. The United States iaposes a syste• of quotas on a nunber 
of agric~ltural products to control iaports. The system applies •ainly to 
dairy products such as cheeses, sugar, including certain syrups containing 
sugar, SOtle types of cotton and peanuts. Soae of these restrictions are 
covered by a GATT waiver. 
20. These restrictions have particularly negative r~rcussions for the world 
aarket and Coa11unity exports, for instance of ~•Jgar. Section 22 of the 
1933 Agricultural Adjust11ent Act peraits the iaposition of restrictions on 
i11ports if i11Ported products interfere with or influence any agricultural 
development progra•e. Such potentional restrictions violate GA-rr-" .. 
Articles II and XI. 
21. Although a GATT waiver was granted in March 1955, the Community has 
frequently maintained that there was no longer any justification for it. 
Coaaunity experts believe that without these restrictions Colfttltunity 
exports of cheese and sugar, currently worth about 237 11illion and 150 
•illion dollars respectively, could be considerably higher. During the 
Tokyo Round the United States agreed that the waivers could be 
.· reconside:-ed. It is i11Portant that the Coaunity should try to abolish 
these restrictions during the Uruguay Round. 
In' a·ddition to this systeia of import restrictions, the United States apply 
another syste• that in practice acts as a barrier to imports to their 
country. When a product for which there is a quota is iaported, the 
·. 'Alleri can Governaent insists that it not be given custo111 clearance wh Hst 
· it is within American custoa preaises. Thus iaporters and exporters are 
not sure, when the goods arrive in the United States, that the quota has 
not been reached. If it has, the goods aust be re-exported or kept in a 
. warehouse at extra cost until a new quota is opened. 
·Amer i can e x po r t a id 
24. Following these two examples of barriers to imports, it is interest;ng to 
consider the main American export subsidy systems that constitute the 
other aspect of protectionism. The 1985 Food Security Act (Farm Bill) 
allows the American Department of Agriculture (USDA) to use Commodity 
Trade Incorporation reserves to subsidize exports of American agricultural 
products. 
25. The USDA may also use more than 2.5 billion dollars to finance exports •. 
This programme, known as the Export Enhancement Program CEEP) is used for 
several products - wheat, flour, barley, feedingstuffs, poultry, eggs, 
dairy cows, all fodder grain, malt, rice, meal, vegetable oils· and for 
exports to the Community's traditional clients such as Af~ica and the 
Middle East. In 1987, the United States added China to the list of 
countries in which the EEP could be applied. The programme will be 
continued in 1988 and will have the effect of causing a depression on the 
world market. 
26. By 15 March 1988, about 35.1 million tonnes of wheat, 1.6 million tonnes 
of flour, 5.2 million tonnes of barley, 0.14 million tonnes of poult~y, 
21.5 million dozen eggs, 64 900 dairy cows, 0.4 million tonnes of malt, 
0.26 million tonnes of vegetable oils and 0.37 million tonnes of seeds for 
feedingstuffs had been subsid;zed for export under this programme. 
27. In financial terms, aid already allocated had been estimated at about 
1.9 billion dollars. One direct consequence of this American 
aggressiveness was that the Community had to increase its export refunds. 
Thus, during the Uruguay Round, it will have to negotiate a reduction in 
American subsidies in return for the efforts made by the Community since 
1984. 
28. The 1985 Food Security Act contains another programme, 'Target export 
assistance' under which the Department of Agriculture may allocate 
110 million dollars a year up to 1988 and 385 million dollars in 1989 and 
1990 or the value equivalent of goods held by the Commodity Credit 
Corporation for ·the specific purpose of reacting to the effects of export 
.subsidies or other trade practices considered unfair by the United Stat~s. 
¥({·/,' '.,.· 29. The American definition of 'stbsidy' is obviously a very broad one. It 
\~(1'.~/\:.". :/ includes export subsidies, export duty rebates, financial assistance o~ lit(:~:· .. -:', ··;·even preferer:,tial rates for the funding of export operattons, all ind;rect· 
·•·h·'"· ·~··· aids that could reduce production, processing and distribution costs, all 
.?i!{}·>·~ ·_..- . internal consumer quota systems or ot.her methods to ease the availability 
·~tl: .. ,-·.::;:, ·, .· . ·· : of the. raw materials needed to manufacture the product. 
:t.~· ... :,/}~f '"; ,.· •' .. ·; . : . 
~.t::-·'·, ···/ •. 30. In 1988," about 110 million dollars have already been included in this 
"';\';._,)<~ ~ '/',:. -'t· · t:. programme to ·promote exports of high value added products such as wine, 
·!;i1.~;J/~</~:.:t~:'fruit and.vegetables, dried fruit and citrus fruit, particularly to Europe • . .o·. r. ... '..,;.',. 1 l • .,.and the East.... . • ::-, .... ' lo '!I'" ' ' ·' ' .. • . . , .. f - ~ • ' 
•- l~~~i~·-~;· ·:·i~,1~·'.'~ih~;· ty.~s\i. ~~ric~n _'.~1·~ .ar~·--~ore indirect b~t are no less effective • 
. ~~1t1Y:~1t.::: ·::\Coln.gluten feed.'.~nd. ot~_!r .. cereal, :substitutes are obta~ned ·.mainly.from the 
· ~L"t~"·:-.;..t~.:· · p~ocessing of ·~aize:into feedingstufh, sweeteners or even eth~nol. For · 
l,·(~~: .. : ;1-·i,~ the\lattt~- two, the 1 United :.States provides ~th direct and ind1 rect aid 
um"'" 11•.;:,7.~/~~'..:/1~1~f~nJ 1u,(:-eb1~es •.. ~~ ~or:Jns,ta·~ce,,_'sweeteners ·derived from maize may be :'(,: 
1~.~~·=:":?,,r~r,/•.l_igibile .. f_or .many. ty~·-~ ·ot-,ai~ u~er, ~he.agricultural p~ogramme, for .. ,·, 
·~~.~~(.~,./:t:~t ,,n~tance ,.very1 low· pr~ces~!o~ .aize a~ an extreme~y high price for sugar 1 , • 
. :<~·1.4tf;;>~1~?.iin: the~ µnited · States·.:~·secondly ;: they may· benefit. f~om, th~ particularly . ·~t 
''h.:~~i\{~i~t'r1nge!"t·.:r_estr;i~.t,ons··.on surJ•.r"i~ports~. Si~Harly, :~he production of , ._:.'.;:;~! 
· fl ~ /1th1~ .. lJ.tor~use 1as ·:an:.'.•ddi~ivt: in petrol has ,expand~d dramatically in .. ·:. )t 
· . •:re:cent:,ytars: ••inlYJ.than~Lto v~ry, ~ igh . fhca l: 11 ds ·1!" the form of reduced :·,.1-, :/t':t· 
~.tixes~in'cl,Jvery_,high'·"customs', ~tY; on··.i!"P~t:ted ·~thanol~·. ~ , .. ,.?,·· ··. 1 )~;}~~,t~ 
_ , '(••,·4343 ?;'.- .,.. ·• 't ft ·· ,. ,;: ... 8·.~·,1'.": ,·,:\r'tJ:'r .. •·,-1·,,,;.~:J .. ;~.:~pE .t1.19. 305/fi n. /Ann. ·'"l' -'')\: ~t· 
. g,g ~· J . ... .. . '' (' ~ ~ 'Vil',· ..•• ~ :•,.f . ;; .• ,, i" -... 'I' . .·· . ' ., ~'Ii .. ~. \~· 
. • · . • di\ ,;\'fi ·~-;'1~~.:::,:/:.~- . 
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,,, 32. All this hu very serious repercussions fo.• the Community: with all this 
;i':~··. aid, the United States can export all of the corn glu·~en feed it produces 
~~ at extremely low prices. It should not be forgotten that these low-price 
~-~,:::..:: · exports of corn gluten feed have considerably reduced consumption of..-· 
--'~ Community cereals as animal feed. It should also be remembered that the ~~ ~. Community imports more than 4 11i ll ion tonnes of corn gluten feed worth 
·.f_ .• t. ··' 568 11il lion dollars a year from the United States. These imports help to 
·. create surpluses in the beef and dairy sectors and represent the {i· · equivalent of about 4 mill ion tonnes of Community cereals. Here too the 
:i:r. CON~::::ty Must conduct a large scale. campaign to reduce these imports. 
33. Your rapporteur concludes from these specific examples that the United 
States is taking a whole series of measures in order better to negotiate 
in GATT. In the circumstances the Community is risking turning up at the 
GATT negotiations with a very small margin for manoeuvre mainly because it 
has imposed restrictions on its own farmers and demanded sacrifices of 
them. 
34. Having said this, your rapporteur admits that less protectionism 
throughout the world could have a dynamic effect on the whole agricultural 
sector provided all countries make an effort at the same time although it 
should be borne in mind that each country must ensure availability of 
foods supplies. 
35. Your rapporteur would also like the European Parliament to have a greater 
role in keeping an eye on all the problems of world agricultural trade. 
He therefore again proposes that an ad hoe working party composed of 
members of the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and of the 
Committee on External Economic Relations to: 
- monitor all problems affecting world trade in agricultural products; 
- guarantee permanent contact with the Community delegation responsible 
for negotiations in GATT; 
report periodically to Parliament on those negotiations • 
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